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Abstract 
Convex circuits which have the property of circles of The Great Poncelet Theorem 
are introduced. The circuits are generated as boundaries of numerical ranges of specially 
constructed matrices. Algebraic and geometric properties of such matrices and their nu- 
merical ranges are obtained. These properties lead to a new proof of the Poncelet The- 
orem. The proposed approach illustrates the fact that complex relations between 
geometrical figures in a plane may have simple interpretation i  a space of higher dimen- 
sion. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
The Great Poncelet Theorem [1], p. 203 states that if two circles (or ellipses) 
C and C~ are such that there is an n-sided polygon inscribed in C and circum- 
scribed around C~, then there exist many other such polygons, and one vertex 
of such a polygon may be chosen on C arbitrarily. Let us define and construct 
other curves (not necessarily quadrics) with a similar property. 
Definition 1. A convex circuit K is called Poncelet curve of rank n with respect 
to (w.r.t.) a circle C, if there are infinitely many n-sided polygons which are 
inscribed in C and circumscribed around K, and one vertex of such a polygon 
may be chosen on C arbitrarily. 
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The proposed construction of Poncelet curves is based on the notion of the 
numerical ranges of matrices, [2--4], also called "fields of values" [5]. Square 
matrices of size n with complex entries are viewed as operators in n-dimension- 
al Hilbert space o'¢g. ,, with the inner product of vectors a and b denoted (a, b). 
Let T* denote the matrix which is the adjoint for matrix T. The identity matrix 
in o,~¢g, is denoted by I, or I. The linear span of vectors a, b, . . .  is denoted by 
span(a, b,...). 
Definition 2. The numerical range f2(T) of an n x n matrix T is the set of 
complex numbers (Tx, x) where x is a vector on unit sphere in Jr,,: 
We conclude, straight from this definition, that unitarily similar matrices 
have the same numerical range, and that the numerical range of a diagonal ma- 
trix is the convex hull of the diagonal elements. Combining these two state- 
ments, we come to the following proposition. 
Proposition 1. The numerical range of a normal matrix is the convex hull of its 
eigem,alues ([2], p. 162, [3]). 
Moreover, for any matrix, not necessarily normal, its numerical range is 
convex. This is known as Toeplitz-Hausdorff Theorem ([3], [5], p. 27). A way 
ta determine the boundary ~f2(T) of the numerical range of an arbitrary matrix 
T was proposed by Toeplitz (who introduced the numerical range). This way is 
based on the fact that, for a Hermitian matrix A, the maximum of the quadratic 
tbrm (Ax, x) on the unit sphere is the largest eigenvalue of A. 
Namely, let the points (¢,~1) of ~f2(T) be parametrized by the angles 
0 ~< to < 2n between the straight lines of support L and v/-axis (Fig. 1). Then 
([6,7]), 
,~ = ~(~p) = 2(to) cos tO- 2'(tO) sin tO, (I) 
tl = ~l(tO) = 2(to) sin to + ,~/(to) cos to, 
where 2(tO) is the largest root of the equation 
det [.~(r e -i*) - ,;.(tO)I] = 0. (2) 
Here, .#( T e -i'~) = ~(T) cos tO + .¢ (T) sin tO, .#(T) = ( T + T')/2 and 
.¢(T) = (T-T*)/(2i) .  The derivative ,;.'(~) is determined for the so-called 
"regular arcs" of ~I2(T). If (¢(to),Jl(tO)) is a point of a regular arc, then 
2"(tp) + 2(to) is the radius of curvature of the arc at this point. A regular arc 
of ~f2(T) contains neither corner points nor straight line segments. A common 
point of Of 2(T) and the line of support L which forms angle to with r/-axis, is 
generated by a unit eigenvector of .a(T e -i*) corresponding to 2(~p). 
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Proposition 2. I f  a connected subset of Ot2(T) does not contain corner points and, 
for all points of this subset, 2(tp) is a simple eigenvalue of M(T e-i~'), then this 
subset is a regular arc of  OI2( T). 
Proposition 3. I f  the boundary of the numerical range of a matrix T contains a 
corner point z = (Te, e), then z is a normal eigenvalue of T ([5], pp. 50-51): 
Te = ze and T*e = ~e. 
For more details on computation of ~[2(T) and properties of numerical 
ranges, see Ref. [4]. 
2. Main construction 
The idea behind the construction of Poncelet curves is to construct an n × n 
matrix T such that its numerical range I2(T) is strictly inside the un;.', circle C, 
and T has a unitary dilation of size n + 1. Such a matrix T can be obtained 
from a unitary matrix U with distinct eigenvalues by deleting a row and a col- 
umn (not necessarily the corresponding one). If each row of matrix U has at 
least one nonzero element outside the diagonal, then Off(T) is a Poncelet curve 
w.r.t, the unit circle C. This is proved in the following theorem. For short, we 
say about such a matrix T that "matrix T admits unitary bordering", or T is a 
UB-matrix. 
Theorem I. Let U be an (n+ 1)× (n + 1) unitary matrix with dist&ct 
eigenvahws, ~' - an n-dimensional subspace, n > I, which does not contain 
eigenrectors o[" U: 
~J = {x E .*,,~l: (x, w) = O; (e, w) #- 0 for any eigenvector e o f  U; 
Ilwll = l} .  
Let Q be the orthoprojector I,,+ ! - ww* on ~'. Then, the matrix T = QUQ viewed 
as an operator on ~ is such that the boundary of its numerical range is a Poncelet 
curve of rank n + I w.r.t, the unit circle C. 
Proof. In accordance with Proposition 1, t2(U) is an (n + l)-sided convex 
polygon P inscribed in C. f2(T) is inside P because U is a dilation of T. Each 
side of P joins two eigenvalues of U, say e i¢~ and e iq'2 corresponding to 
eigenvectors e tj) and e 121. The side of P which joins e i01 and e i~2 is the numerical 
range t2' of U reduced to its invariant subspace ,//=span(e(~),e(2)). This 
subspace is two-dimensional, and therefore each side of P has a point in 
common with I2(T) - simply because d im~ + dim.,//= n + 2 > dim~n+l.  
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Indeed, the latter inequality implies that there exists a nonzero vector f 
which belongs to both subspaces ~ and .i[/. We may assume that Ilfll = I. 
Since f E ~//, the point ( = ~Uf, f) lies on the side ~ of P. On the other hand, 
because f E ~,  we have Qf = f, and 
< Tf, f> = < Uf, f) -- ( 
i.e., the numerical range f~(T) has at least one common point (~) with f2'. More- 
over, the side f~' of P has exactly one common point with E~(T). Otherwise, 
there are two linearly independent unit vectors ft~ E .#  ["1 ~.o~ f{2) E .t! [")£~', 
and the entire subspace .if/is in ~.  This, however, contradicts the fact that 
does not contain eigenvectors of U Because of arbitrariness of the side 
f~' of P, each side of P has exactly one common point with t~(T), i.e., P is cir- 
cumscribed around f2(T), and t2(T) is strictly inside C. 
Matrix U of size n + 1 is a unitary dilation of matrix T of size n. Consider 
the matrix 
= v (I - ww* + e ww*) .  
Obviously, U~.* U~ = I,,+! and QU.,.Q = T, i.e., U~. is a unitary dilation of T. 
P;, = I2(U;.) is an (n + 1 )-sided polygon as well as P: otherwise U;. has a multi- 
ple eigenvalue, the subspace ~ must contain an eigenvector of U;. (because 
dim .~ = n), and t2(T) is not strictly inside C, which condradicts what we have 
proven above. For 0 < 17, - 721 < 2n, the polygons P,., and P~., have different 
vertices. Indeed, determinant det(U~.)=e ';' det(U) because det ( l -ww*  
+e i;' ww* ) = e i;'. Therefore, det (U,.,) ¢ det (U:.,) and not all vertices of the poly- 
gons P;., and P;., coincide. However, these polygons cannot differ only in a part 
of vertices, because these polygons are circumscribed around a convex circuit 
I2(T) (for any point _ outside I2(T), there are exactly two straight lines of sup- 
port of fl(T) crossing z). Thus, when 7 traverses a 2n-long segment, P~ traverses 
all possible (n + l)-sided polygons inscribed in C and circumscribed around 
f2(T), without repetitions, and P.,.~.,~, = P;.. Hence, ~I2(T) is a Poncelet curve 
of rank n + I w.r.t.C. !-1 
Lemma I. I f  U is an (n + 1) x (n + 1) unitary matrbc with dist#rct eigenvalues, 
O = I,+1 - ww*, Ilwll = I, n > 1, and T = QUQ, then the following statements 
are equivalent. 
1. 12( T) is strictly inside the unh circle C. 
2. All eigenvalues o fT  are strictly insMe C. 
3. (w, e) ¢ 0 for an), eigenvector e of U. 
4. Subspace ~ = Q,~,,~ l contains no eigenvectors of U. 
5. T does not have normal eigenvalues. 
Remark I. Statement 5 is true only if T is viewed as an operator on ~.  Then the 
origin does not necessarily belong to ~(T). If T were an operator on ,~,,. l ,  
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then 0 would be a normal eigenvalue, w - the corresponding eigenvector, and 
the origin would necessarily be in I](T). This can distort I2(T). 
Proof. Let us prove that statement 4 implies statement 5 (other parts of the 
proof are obvious). Let, on the contrary, ( be a normal eigenvalue of T, i.e., 
there is a unit vector f E Z~' such that QUf = (f and QU*f = ~f, or 
uf  = (f + (uf ,  w)w, 
U*f = ~f + (U*f,w)w. 
Due to statement 4, f is not an eigenvector of U (and U*). Therefore, 
(U'f,  w) ~- 0, and (because UU* = I) Uw is a linear combination of f and w. 
Hence, the subspace L~?l = span(f, w) is invariant w.r.t. U, as well as the or- 
thogonal supplement subspace ~_w,. The latter subspace contains nonzero vec- 
tors because n > 1. Obviously, ~2 c ~a i.e., ~ contains eigenvectors of U, 
which contradicts tatement 4. 73 
[,emma 2. Let ei¢,,j = i , . . . ,n  +1 be the eigenvalues of  U; and e Lii - the 
corresponding eigenvectors. Furthermore, /et Q - 1 - ww*, Ilwll = 1, 
X -'"+1 w)eU), w = z..,j:l w~ 5~ O. Then an eigenvalue i'l' of U;. = U + (e i ; ' -  l)Uww*, 
can be determinedJhom the equation w.r.t, d? 
n~l 
" cot ~ - cot5 .  
i I 
[trl particuho', for ,, ---, 0 and the disturhed eertex e i'j', , 
4'~ ~'~ + ~'lw~l ~ ;.z ,/,, _ ,/,, , ,. = + ~- Iw~lZY~lw, I-' cot  2 + °( ' 'zx 
j:/k 
(3) 
, /__.,i=l .x-'"+l/)e ~i) lead to Proof. Indeed, the equations U..f = e i'I' f and f = 
n I 
_ eiq ,, ,eli) (e ' : -  1)(f, w)Uw = ~ (e ''t' ).I, 
i : I 
o r  
e i ; ' -  I 
(f, w)w, = .1;. 
e il'l' ''~,} - I 
or  
"'~--~, , e ; ' -  I =( r ,w) ,  if, w) Iw, l e~,t, ,~,~ _ I 
where (f, w) # 0 (because of statement of 3 of Lemma I}. The last equation 
yields the equations for tk. O 
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It follows from Eq. (3): 
Corollary. Let e($) be a unit eL~envector l U;. correaponding e i~°- 
UTe(qJ ) = e i* e($). 
T/ten the differential of the arch, ngth o..l" the unit circle C 
d~b = I(w,e(q~))l-" dT, 
and 
q' , ,  I 2n dq, 
/i<w, q i>lz--fd7--2ft. 
q/i 0 
As per Koiodziej [8] and King [9], the latter equation has the following in- 
terpretation: Let us consider transform R" C ---, C defined by the condition 
that e ~'~ and R ,J' = e ~'/', q~ > ~ are "neighboring" eigenvalues of an unitary 
bordering of T. Then the hord, which joins e i'/' and e i*, is tangent o Of 2(T), 
and the function on C 
I 
h(ei'/') = 
(n + l)l(w,e(qJ))l: 
defines a measure ,[~ h(e ie') dqJ which is invariant w.r.t. R, and such that it 
makes equivalent he transform R to the rigid rotation of C by the angle 
2rt/(n + 1). There is a siraplified way to calculate h(ei'/'). 
Theorem 2. Let U he an (!1+ ! )x  (n + 1) unitary matrix w#h disthwt 
eigent'alues, Q = l ,+t -  ww*, IIw[I = !, T = QUQ, and KI(T) he strictly insMe 
the unit circle C. Let, jio'ther, tran,sJbrm R • C ~ C of the unit circh, C he &fined 
h), the comfition that the hord, which joins e i'l' and R e iq' = e i'/', is tangent o 
Of2( T), leav#tg fI( T) to the hq't Ji'om this hord. Consider the./imction on C 
1 h(ei'l ) = 
(n + l)l(e(qJ), w)l-' ' 
where e(qJ) is a unit eigem'ector f U: = U(I + ww*(e i : -  !)) corresponding e i'/'. 
Then: 
h(e i*) = {i + II(T- ¢'," 1,,)= ' 
n+l  
Function h(e i'/') dt, flnes the measure 
./' tT(e i'/' ) dO 
,,| 
QUw " }. 
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which is invariant w.r.t. R, andjbr  an), ~b 
4, / 
¢i 
h(e i~'' ) dtkl = 
where e i¢ = R e ~'. 
2n 
n+l '  
Proof. Consider projections of e(~,) on .W = (I - ww*)~:,,+l and w 
e(~) == f + (e(¢), w)w. 
By the definition of l ~. and e(~k), 
Tf + (e(~b), w)ei;'QUw = ei*f. 
Hence, 
f = - (e ($) ,  w)ei;'(T - e i* I , ,)- 'QUw 
and because [[e(~,)[[ = IIwll = 1, 
[(e(@),w)]2{l +I](T- e i~' I,,)-'QUw]] 2} = 1. 
The rest of the proof follows from the corollary of Lemma 2. V! 
3. Structure of matrices which admit unitary bordering 
The following several theorems provide us with criteria for matrices which 
admit unitary bordering (and cosequently, generate Poncelet curves). 
Theorem 3. Matrix T admits unitary borderblg, iff IT* = ! -  uu* where u is a 
non=ero vector. 
Proof. Indeed, let T=QUQ,  Q=I , ,+ I -ww* ,  where I lwll: 1. Then 
IT* = 1,, - QUw(QUw)*. Conversely, let IT* = I,, - uu*, where u ~ o. Then 
the polar representation of T i s / '  = (L, - uu*)l/2V, where V is a unitary matrix 
in ,r/, .  This implies that 
r ___ 
t l--  I 
i I 
where vU~ and e (.;~, j = I . . . .  , n are orthonormal  systems in .g,,, and 0 <~ 0 < !. 
Let us dilate .g,, supplementing it with a unit vector w _L .g,,, and let 
U = T + v/ l  -02(wv ''')" - e(")w *) + 0ww*. 
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Then UU* = I,+~, i.e., T admits unitary bordering. V1 
Corollary 1. I f  n x n matrix T admits unitary border&g and VV* = In, then TV 
admits unitary bordering as well. 
Corollary 2. An n x n matrix T admits unitary bordering, iff T = V-  Oee* V, 
,,,here W*= 1,~, i l e l l -  1, and 2~'(0) > IOI 2. 
Corollary 3. An n x n matrix S is similar to a matrix which admits unitary 
bordering, iff S = U-  Ofg*, where U is a matrix which is similar to an unitary 
matrix (U = R -I VR, VV* = I,,), IIRfll = 1, g = U*R*Rf, and 2.~(0) > 1012. 
This corollary links UB-matdces and matrices with big spectra [10]. 
Now consider T in upper triangular form. The following theorem shows that 
if T admits unitary bordering, then the off-diagonal entries in the triangular 
form are defined by the eigenvalues of T (with some insignificant arbitrariness). 
Theorem 4. An n x n matrix T admits unitary bordering, iff its upper triangular 
form may be presented as follows: 
T = 
~,'t sinOt -x j  cosOt cos02 -Kt cosOt s inOzcosOa . . .  -~t  cosO~ sin02 s inO~. . ,  cosO, \  
J 
0 ~2 sin 02 -h2 cos 0., cos 0.~ . . .  -~ ,  cos 0, sin 0~.. .  cos 0, 
0 0 ~,'~ sin 0~ .... -h'~ cos 0a sin 04. . .  cos 0,, , 
. . . . . . . . .  
0 0 0 . . .  ~. sin 0,, 
(4) 
where I jl = 10" - 1 , . . . ,  n). 
Proof. If Eq. (4) holds, then the unitary bordering U;. of T may be chosen as 
follows: the bordering (n + l)-st row is 
(cos 0~; sin 01 cos 02; sin 01 sin 02 cos 03;...; sin 0~ ... sin 0,_~ cos 0,,; 
Un+ I .n+ I e i;') , 
where u,,+l,,,.j = sin 0~ ... sin 0,,_l sin 0,,, and the bordering (n + i)-st column: 
( - g~ cos 0~ sin 02 sin 03. . .  sin 0,,:. 
-g2 cos 02 sin 03 ... sin 0,,; . . . ;-g,,  cos 0,,; u,~j.,,~ )'d". 
Obviously, the converse is also true (within unitary similarity). I-1 
Coro|lary. I f  matrix T! is a reduction of  matrix T to its &varkmt subspace, and T 
admits unitary border#~g, then Ti admits unitary bordering as well. 
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The geometric meaning of Eq. (4) is that if matrix T admits unitary border- 
ing then its spectrum defines the angles between eigenvectors of T. Namely, if 
ft~ and fc,'~ are unit eigenvectors of T which correspond to not-equal eigenval- 
ues ~ and 0t2, then 
C( I  - l~l l2)( l  -1~212) 
i(f¢|), f¢2))t (5) 
The linear-fractional function f ( z )= (~ + z)/(l  + ~)  with any I~1 <1 pre- 
serves the right-hand side of Eq. (5), i.e., 
V/(I -If(:t,)l")(l -If(oc2)l 2) 
II -.f(~,)f(~2)l 
C(I -I~t12)(l -Im~l -~) 
That is the reason why the following theorem takes place. 
Theorem 5. I f  T admits unitary bordering, then so th~es matr ix 
S = (~I + T)(I  + 5~T) -I , 
where [or I < I. 
Proof. Consider matrix T of the form introduced in Corollary 2 of Theorem 3. 
T = V - 0ee" V, 
where VV'= i,,, Ilell- I, and 2.#(0)> 101". Noting that if / ,~[I- t,~(f,g)] 
= Pl ¢: 0, then ( / -  ptfg') t = / + prig', we have: 
S = W - xff' W, 
where W = (~I + V)(I  + ~V) ' ~, and 
f 
( / -  ~W)e  
ll(l - 5~W)el[ ' h" = 
Olle*(W - ~I)11 -~ 
1 -1~12 _ ~Oe*(W - ~l)e" 
Matrix W, vector f, and h" satisfy the conditions of Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 
(WW'= 1 and Ilfll = I by the definition of W and f, 2.#(1¢) > I~,1" because 
I ISII = 1). Hence, S admits unitary bordering. I--I 
Remark 2. It is appropriate to remind here that ~(. f (T))  is not f(t2(T)). One of 
these ranges may be a circle, while another may be not. If t2(T) is a circle with 
center (I, then (t is an eigenvalue of 7" ([l 1,7]), and (2 =./'(( i) is an eigenvalue 
of f (T) ,  whereas f (~(T) )  is a circle with center :fi (.,. (for 0~ # 0). Therefore it is 
surprising that either both boundaries of the numerical ranges, ~t2(T) and 
0~(.I'( T) ), are Poncelet curves, or neither is. 
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Example 1. Let T be a two-dimensional truncated shift (0,) 
T= 0 0 
and f ( z )  = (~ + z) / ( l  + ~) .  Then ~(f (T ) )  is a circle with center ~, and its cir- 
cumference is a Poncelet curve of rank 3 w.r.t .C.  
Example 2. Let (o, ,0) 
7"= 0 0 1 
000  
T be a three-dimensional truncated shift 
and f ( z )  - - (~ + z)/( I  + ~z). Then 
J ' (T )  : 
1 
0 :z 1 - -  I:¢ • 
0 0 
f l ( f (T))  is not a circle (as well as any quadric), just a Poncelet curve of rank 4 
w.r . t .C.  
4. Equations for matrices which admit unitary bordering 
For a matrix T that admits unitary bordering U, Eq~ (2) can be expressed in 
terms ot'eigenvalues of U ,and components of vector ~. This may simplify find- 
ing numerical range of T and determining properties of roots of Eq. (2). First, 
let us formulate a simple lemma. 
Lemma 3. l./'al < a2 < • " < a,,+ i, and all b i > O,.j = 1, . . . .  n + 1, then equation 
./'or 2 
"+~ bj _ 0 
a i - - ) .  
,has n dist#wt real roots. 
The proof follows from the fact that the left-hand side of this equation chan- 
ges the sign in the interval a, < 2 < aj. ~, j = I, . . . .  n. 
Theorem 6. Let e i'/', (j = 1,. . .  ,n -I- 1, 0 < qJl < "'" < qJ,,+! < 2n) be distinct 
eigent'ahtes of a unitary matrix U; elj) - the correspomting eigenvectors of  U: 
" ~--'"+I wie~l, where all w. ¢ O, and ]]wl[ = 1 Then T = Q UQ', Q = I - ww*, w =- .,j=~ / • 
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the roots 2 of Eq. (2 ) fo r  matrix T can be determined from the following 
equations: 
n+! 
~'~lwjl" I-[ [cos (~/ , -  ~p) - 2] = 0 (6) 
j= l  1 ~< l<~n+l,l~j 
or, for almost all 0 <<. q~ < 27z (specified below), 
n, ! Iwjl 2 
j__~ COS(~j -- ~) -- :~ 
0 (7) . _ , . .  
For an)' ~p, Eq. (6) has n distinct roots. 
The main points of the proof of this theorem are as follows: Eq. (7) is de- 
rived from Eq. (2) assuming U is diagonal. Eqs. (6) and (7) have the same roots 
if the denominators in Eq. (7) are nonzero. This occurs if, by Lemma 3, all 
cos(~/ j -  ~p) are distinct, i.e., if for any pair ~/~, ~,j.,, ~p is equal neither to 
(~,/, + ~j,)/2 nor to (~/j, + ~,j:)/2+r~. If, on the contrary, say ~p =% = 
(~/j~ + ~/j.,)/2, then cos(~j,-~P0) = cos(~,j.,-~P0), and there is root 2 = 
cos((q/jt - ~j,.)/2) of Eq. (6) for ~p = % such that the j l -th and j2-th compo- 
nents in the left-hand side of Eq. (7) annihilate each other in the vicinity of 
%. The detailed proof is below. 
Proof. Let us denote for 0 <~ cp < 2rt, 
S(~p) = .~#(T)cos ,, + ./(T)sin ~p 
R(~p) = .#(U)cos ~p + . /(U)sin ~p 
and let y(~p) be a unit eigenvector of S(~p) corresponding to an eigenvalue 2(~p)" 
[S(~p) - 2(~p)l,]y(~p) = o. 
Then, considering y(~p) in .~',,+l, we have: y(~p) = Qy(~p), S(~p) = QR(~p)Q, 
and 
[R(,p)- 2(~p)l,+l]y(q~) = h'(,p)w, 
where x(~p) is a normalization factor so that I ly(~o)ll = 1. Obviously, for any j, 
[R(cp) - ;.(~p)l,,+,le t:) = [cos(q//- ~p) - 2(¢p)]e t/). 
Hence, if ).(¢p) ¢ cos(q//- cp) for all j = I,... ,n + I, then 
n4 1 
W. 
- ' e ~/) (8 )  y(cp) = ~(~p)[R(cp) - 2(~o)I,,+1] iw = Kfcp)Z cos(q/j - ~p) - 2 
./= I 
and 2 = 2(~p) satisfies Eq. (7), because (y(~o), w) = 0. 
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Let us first consider the case when all cos(¢j - ~o) are distinct. Then, due to 
Lemma 3, Eq. (7) has n distinct real roots, and these roots, obviously, coincide 
with the roots of Eq. (6). Let us show that all these roots are eigenvalues of 
S(¢p). Indeed, S(~o) is an Hermitian operator which acts on n-dimensional space 
~ = Q:gS,+l. The eigenvalues of S(¢p) must be distinct because n linearly inde- 
pendent eigenvectors ofS(~o)satisfy Eq. (8). Thus the theorem is proved for qg's 
such that cos(@j - ~p) are distinct. 
Now suppose that for some jl ¢ j2, 
cos(@j. - q~) = cos(@j2 - 99). (9) 
Then either ¢p = (~bj. + @j_,)/2, or ¢p = (@j. + ~/!L,)/2 + 7t. Hence, there are only 
finite number of Cs  for which cos(@j - ¢p) are not distinct. Therefore all eigen- 
values of S(tp) satisfy Eq. (6) for any q~. It remains to prove that Eq. (6) does 
not have multiple roots. 
It follows from Eq. (9) that there is no j3, different from j~ and j2, such that 
cos(~j~ - q~) = cos(~j, - ~o). Indeed, otherwise either (~J3 + ¢'J~ )/2 = (@j, 
+¢%)/2 or (~  + ¢~j,)/2 = (@j, + t]!i.)/2 + n. Both cases contradict he condi- 
tions for the @j's (they are distinct, and they are between 0 and 2r0. Let us deter- 
mine the behavior of the roots of Eq. (7) in the vicinity of ~o 0 = (@j, + ¢¢j_,)/2, 
i.e., let 
~,., + ~j~ 
~P= 2 +e.  
Substituting this ~p and 
7 
2 = cos ~k,, - ~/J;: + ~: + z 
2 
2_ [2 I"':1 I""1: sin I/O' - ~Pi_, 
Iw 2 + lu,i 2 
into Eq. (7), we have for ~: ~ 0, that ,~ = o0:). Therefore, 
2 ' (  ~'' + ~': ) 2  = cos I/'i' -~':2 (10) 
is a root of Eq. (6) for ~p = ~oo. 
It may happen, that @j, and @e is not the only pair of ~ki's with the mean 
which is equal to ~Po. Let @;~ and @j~,..., @j:,,, and @J2,,, be such that 
2 - -  (DI)" 
(Zl) ¢j, + ~j, ¢',.,.°,, + ~j.,,, - -  - -  
2 
Then, similarly to Eq. (10). 
I/1.1~ --  I//i 4 )~2(,po) = cos  
2 
fflJ2m I - -  I]¢ J2m ;.,, ( ,p.) = cos  
2 
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are the roots of Eq. (6) for tp = (P0. In accordance with Eq. ( 1 1 ) and conditions 
for qJi's, these m roots are distinct. Furthermore, for (,o = tp0, the left-hand side 
of Eq. (7) has (n -  m + l) different denominators, and consequently, (n -  m) 
distinct roots none of which equals ,;,k(tp0) (k = l,m). Thus, for any tp, 
Eq. (6) has n distinct roots. 71 
Note. Below, we will not distinguish roots of Eqs. (6) and (7), i.e., we will say 
"2(q~0) is a root of Eq. (7)" even for the case when some denominators in this 
equation equal to zero, just because the left-hand side of Eq. (7) ---, 0 for 
2 = 2(q)0) and (p ~ q~0. 
Corollary 1. I f  2(q9) satL~fies Eq. (7), 0<~q~<2rt, then so does 2(q~) 
= - ; . (~  + rt). 
Corollary 2. For any pair j l ,  j2 of'nonequal positive integers less than n + 2, there 
exist: 
• a root 2(tp) of Eq. (7) which continuously ~h'pends on (p, and 
2 (~'J.. + q!i: ) 2  = cos q~J' - ~'j:2 
• the derivative 2'((p) t~l'this root, and 
~, (~kj,. + g'i., )] Iwj~ I ~" - Iw,, I'- 
wi, 2 + u,j, , sin '/ji' -2 ~/j': 
Corollary 3. / f  matrix T admits unitary hordering and does not have normal 
eigenvalues, then the entire boundar), of'Q(T) is a regtdar arc (see Prol~osition 2). 
Geometric meaning of w: Vector w defines the points where the sides of the 
p.olygon I2(L,') are tangent to OI2(T). 
Let z, be the common point ot" 0f2(T) and the side of I2(U) which connects 
vertices e i~', and ei'~, ,~, i.e., z 1=p ie  i ' l ' ,+( l -p i )  ei'/'''t, . J= I . . . . .  n+l ,  
~,,, _" = ~kt. Then, 
jei¢~, t _..7.i ] 
P; - le ' ' , "  - e* ,  I (12)  
and the components w i = (w, e u~) ot" vector w satisfy the equation 
V/ Pi ,( i~<.j~n) (13) wj,i =-w j  I -p j  
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Vectors fii~ = . t/~.elj, v/1 _ pie~,~ i, = v~,,~e ~''+ ' + ( 1 Vt'i + . . . . .  .(/<~n), ft,,.l~ ~ _ ),,+~ 
v/ I -p , ,+~e ~ are orthogonal to w and generate the common points :, of 
~f2(T) and the sides of polygon f2(U). Hereafter. we require the converse state- 
ment. 
Theorem 7. Let n points Z~ he on n sMes o.f a convex (n + I )-sMed polygon P 
inscrihed in the unit oh'tie. Then there exists a UB-matrix T such that f2(T) is 
#Tscrihed in P, and Zi'S are the tangent points. The (n + I )-st tangent pohlt :,, ~ i is 
determhwd uniquelr. 
Proof. P may be viewed as the numerical range of a unitary matrix U with 
distinct eigenvalues e i~/',, . j  : 1 . . . . .  n + 1. corresponding unit eigenvectors e (-il 
Points .~j, j = I . . . . .  n, define Pi through Eq. (12) and unit vector w through 
Eq. (13). This. in turn. defines orthoprojector Q=/ -ww*  and matrix 
T : QUQ. The (n + I )-st tangent point :,,~ i = p,,, i e i'/''' j + (1 - p,, ~l )e i'l'' can 
be determined from the condition f~ , , , l~  span  ( f ! i ! . / :  I . . . . .  n ) .  This 
condition yields the equation for p,,+l 
n ~ I n i I 
Hp , = ]'-I(l - p,) (14) 
i I .i I 
and wl :: -w, , , ,v /p , , , i / ( l  -p , , . l ) .  7q 
Eqs. (12)and (13)l ink the measure density h(e i'') which is introduced in Cor- 
ollary ot" Lemma 2 and the function 2(q~) which dclines the boundary ~I2(T). 
Namely. let us. again, consider transform R : C --- C delincd by the condition 
that the hord. which joins e i'j' and Re i'' : c i'''. ,/~ > ~/J, is tangent o ~f2(T). Then 
it follows from Fqs. (12) and (13) that there is a continuoas root 2(,,) of 
Eq. (7) such that tbv ep : (~/J + ~[~)/2 and the ~angent point :, 
h(e ''/') [(w,e(~/~))l "~ le ' " -=  \~ - ;'~-('P)- ~"('P) 
h(e i'/') I(w,e(~P)) -~ : -e" / ' l  ~/~ _ ;.-~(,;,)+ ;.,(~p) 
Notation. Let a circuit which is detined by Eq. (I) and a differentiable periodic 
function ,;.(~p) = 2(~p + 2n) be denoted by K{2(~p)}. 
Remark 3. The largest root 21(¢p) of Eq. (7) generates the circuit K{21(¢,'~)} 
which is the boundary of the numerical range of the matrix T. Other roots o1" 
Eq. (7) also generate some circuits. Obviously, K { -;,(~p + re) } = K { 2(,p) }. Due 
to Theorem 6 and its Corollary l, there are, lbr an even n, n/2 different circuits 
defined by Eq. (7). For an odd n, in addition to (n - 1)/2 different circuits, we 
have a degenerated "circuit" either two coincided arcs, or a point ~ : ~., 
I1 = [¢. if 2(~p) : ~ cos ~p + [~ sin ~p. 
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5. Examples  
Example 3. Let n x n matrix T be a truncated shift" 
¢0 1 0 . . .  0 ~ 
0 0 1 ... 0 
T = ° . . ° • ° ° ° • o . ° • . • 
0 0 0 ... 1 
k0  0 0 ... 0 j  
The left-hand side of Eq. (2) for this matrix T 
D,, = det [.#(re -i~) - ;J] 
satisfies the recurreat equation D, =-2D,,_~-0.25D,,__,, where Do= I, 
Di = -2. These equations yield the roots of D,,, 2i = cosjn/(n + I), where 
j=  1 . . . .  ,n. ~I2(T)= K{cosn/(n+ 1)} is a circle Ci with center in origin 
and radius cosn/(n + 1). 
The following (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix with an arbitrary real fl is a unitary bor- 
¢0 
dering of T: 
i 0 
0 ! 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
U= 
0 
0 
I 
The numerical 
as its vertices: 
o o 
0 0 
, , , , . • 
I 0 
0 eiln~ l)l~ 
0 0 
range t2(U) is an (n + I )-sided polygon P with eigenvahles of U 
ei/~.ei(l~,2n/(,+ I)~. . ei(l~ ~ 2n,/ '( ,  ~ I)) 
This is the obvious case of the Poncelet Theorem for concentric ircles C and 
C~, and a convex polygon P which is inscribed in C and circumscribed around 
C~. Note that other roots of D,, generate the circles Cj = K{ cosjn/(n + I)}, 
2 ~<j ~< (n + I)/2 which are also Poncelet cvrves. The polygons inscribed in C 
and circumscribed around C i consist of diagonals of P. 
The elements of 3 x 3, 4 x 4, and 5 × 5 matrices can be chosen such that 
these matrices admit unitary bordering and their numerical ranges are circles 
with an arbitrary center inside the unit circle. Such a construction is presented 
in Examples 4-6. It proves the Poncelet Theorem for quadrangles, five- and six- 
sided polygons (Fuss" equations, [14]). 
75 
(Ponce/et Theorem fiw yucrdr~u7gfes). Let 
‘zi 6-l 
L 
-x(1 - $)Jl”/( 1 + 2’) 
T= () a -(I - a”)“Zl(1 + 2’) . 
0 0 2x/(! + G) ) 
A unitary bordering of T is 
i 
3 2 - 1 -x( I - x’p’/( I + $) -2A/~/( 1 + x’)eii’ 
uy= ; 
31 - (1 - rr’y’/( 1 + x’) -2xdiTF/( B + x’)e’;’ 
0 2r/( 1 + x’) * ($ - l)/( 1 + x’)e’;’ 
l/i=-7 xdc-2 x’(1 - $)/(I +G) 2x3/( 1 + x7)e’:’ i 
Eq. (2) for this T is: 
(a cos cp-t~r - i)(a cos cp -r- i) ( 2x . - 1 + x2 cos cp - I. > = 0. 
where 
Consequently, M(T) is a circle with center 2 and radius I”. Q( U.) is a quadrangle 
(for any real 21) inscribed in the unit circle and circumscribed around Q(T). 
Note that all diagonals of these quadrangles cross the point 
c=l 2rx/( I -t- rx’), 11 = 0. 
/a a’---1 --XI/l -. x2 cos 0 -xl/l - x2 sin 0 cos 0 
T= I 0 Ix -j/F-7 cos 0 -JiY? sin 0 cos 0 
0 0 sin 0 -COG 0 
\o 0 0 sin 0 
A unitary bordering of T is 
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cos-'O) 
(2 - x cos q~ - r)(). - :L cos q~ + r) 2 - sin 0 cos ~p 4v 
cos 2 0 ) 
2-sinOcosq~+ 4t---7 =0.  
where 
_ cos20 
r=r ( l -~2)=(  4e2 l ) (2v+l )>(s in0_~)cosq~-4  4v 
8v'- 
f2(T) is a circle (CI) with center ~ and radius r. f2(U:,) = P;. is a five-sided poly- 
gon which is inscribed in the unit circle C and circumscribed around C~ 
(Fig. 2a). The second root of Eq.(2) for this T, 2 ,= s in0cos~0 
+cos'-O/4v, generates the circuit K{}.2} which is a circle (122) with center 
sin 0 and radius cos20/4v. It can be verified that C2 (as well as C~) is a Poncelet 
1.5 ,q 
l. 
0.5 1.5 
m 
-'15 ]. 
Fig. 2. K {,;.t(,p) }and K{ 22 (~p) }tor Example 5. 
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curve o f  rank 5 w.r.t C. Po lygons which are inscribed in C and c i rcumscr ibed 
around C., are nonconvex:  they consist o f  five d iagonals  o f  P: (Fig. 2b). 
Example 6 (Ponce/et Theorem h~r six-sidedpolygons). Cons ider  a unitary matr ix  
U diag(! ei'/",e i'/'" 1 e -i'/'' e i°/', ) 
where ff~ = arccos((  I + 2~-  ~2)/2), ~P2 = arccos( ( - I  + 2:~ + u.-')/2) and .'-t is 
an arb i t rary  real parameter  between - 1 and 1. And let w = ~c~(w~)~6~, where 
° 
h ' - -  i~_ I 
wl= l+~-r? -2~.  
w_, = w6 = - + z¢ T - r~ - 2~1 cos ~/Jl. 
w~ = w5 = + ~T-  r~ -2x l  cos ¢'2. 
w4 = - (1  + :,'i ~ - r~ + 2~1. 
cos (~ l /2  ) - sin(qC,/2 )
cos(q/ I /2  ) + sin(,k_,/2) " 
I" I -:= 
2 cos(ql l /2)sin(,/ J2/2) 
cos( ,p l /2)  + sin (,/C,/2) " 
Then the numerical  range ~(T)  of  matr ix  T = ( / -  ww' )U( / -~w' )  is a circle 
with center ~1 and radius rt. Obviously,  this circle is a Poncelet curve of  rank 6 
w.r.t, tl~e unit circle C. Eq. (2j for this T is: 
(2 - :¢~ cos ¢p - r~ !(2 - x~ cos ~p + n )(,;- - :¢2 cos t0 - r_,) 
(2 - ~2 cos ¢p + r2)(2 - u.3 cos ~p) = O. 
where ~_~ = ~, r_, = (! - ~2)/2, and ~.s = sin(~//I + q/ , ) / (s in  i//I + sin q/_,). 
The second and third roots (,;-2 = ~2 COS tp + r_, and ,;.~ - ~s cos  tp) O[" this 
equat ion  generate circles which are Poncelet curves also. ;.2 generates the circle 
K{;.2 } with center ~_, and radius r_, which is Poncelet curve of  rank 3 w.r.t C. 
The "c i rc le"  K{},3 } degenerates  into the point ~.3. Any large diagonal  (i.e., di- 
agonal  which connects  a vertex e ~'/'~ with the vertex d '/',.~ ) of  any six-sided poly- 
gon P;. = f2(U:) crosses the point ~.3. ' fhis means that,  i ,  addition to .the 
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Pascal's and Brhmchon's Theorems jbr the six-sided polygons P;., there is" one 
common po#lt of all large diagonals of these polygons. 
Example 7. Let T and its unitary bordering U,. be: / -1'2 l'2  
T= 0 - i / x /~ -1/2 -1 
0 0 1/oV~ -1 /2  ) '  
0 0 l /v~ 
U,  ~- 
(-l/v'~2 -1 /2  1/2V~2 1/4 I/4ei;' '~ 
0 -1/,,/2 -1/2 - I /2v~ - l /2v /2e  ' / 
0 0 l/v/2 -1 /2  - l /2e  i;' • 
0 0 0 1/V"2- - l /v '~ ei;' | 
k live2 -1 /2  1/2v'~2 1/4 l /4e  i;' / 
Then the roots of Eq. (2) for this T are ),l._,(q~) = ~6 x/'25 + 128cos: ~ + 3/16. 
Substituting 
2(  153) z 25 
cos -~O = ~ u 16 ! 28 
we have from Eq. (1) 
"' (138)( 168)/[ ( 153)-' ]
"" -- u" u - ~16 u - !---6-~ 128 u - ~16 " 
t1" = .2 ( . _  u_.)(ut -t,) 
where ,,~ = (157;+3vq53)/16, u: = (153-3  IV]~)/16. For K{2~((p)}, 
168/16 <~ u <~ ul, and for K{;.?.(~p)}, u~. <. u <~ 138/16. 
The five-sided polygon ~2(U;.) is inscribed in C and circumscribed around 
the boundary K{;.~(q~)} of the numerical range ~2(T) (Fig. 3). K{2.,(tp)} is 
not a convex circuit, this curve has returning and double points, and the deft- 
nition of Poncelet curves is not applicable to this curve. However, the following 
is true: Let F~ E C and F,E.I .... L~ be tangent o K{;.2(~p)}, j = 1 .. . .  ,5. Then, 
F~, = F~, i.e., the zig-zag line LI-L2-L3-La-L5 closes. Again, as in Examples 
above, this fact is not an accident. Theorems 8 and 9 below extend the results 
ofTheorems I and 7 for nonconvex polygons and general curves K{2(q~)} Jbr 
the roots ;.(~p) of Eq. {7). 
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!.2 
! 
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0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
--t).2 
-0.4 
-41.6 
-41.8 
-!  
- I .2 
Fig. 3. g{).~(cp)} and K{)._,(~0)} for Example 7. 
6. Extension of main construction to non-convex polygons 
Theorem 8. Let U he an ttnitarl' matrLv with disthtct e&em'ahtes ei~j, and 
corre~7~ondingeigem'ectorseLJ~,j = 1 , . . . , ,1  + I, 0 < ~l < " "  < eP,,~ I < 2n. And 
~'~n ~ I let T = QUQ, Q = I - ww*, w =/_.,j_:: I w i el/)' where all Wi ~ 0 and Ilw I = I. For  
any positiw, integer k ~< (n+ ! ) /2 ,  there exists a continuous root .;.(~0t of Eq. (7) 
such that any straight line L~k) -whk'h connects vertices e~q', and e i'/~,,~ is tangent o 
the circuit K{2(~o)} = Kk. Here, Jor m ~ 2, qJ,,+,,, = ~O,,,_ I + 2ft. I f  the curee K~ 
degenerawv into orte point, then L(x) passes through this po#lt. IJ'K~ is a eom'ex .I 
circuit, then Kk is a Poncelet curee  ¢) / 'a  rank nl lr.r.t. C. where 
111 - -  
n+ 1 
Greatest Common Divisor(n + I. k) 
Proof. In accordance with Corollary 2 of'1"heorem 6. there exists a continuous 
root 2(tp) of Eq. (7) such that 
cos , 
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It follows from Eq. (1) that, for ¢p = (~s; -k ~si,k)/2, the point (~.(tp),q(tp)) lies 
on L ¢~t Furthermore, differentiating Eq. (I) w.r.t. ¢p, we have: 
.] " 
~'(,p) = - [~.(,p) + ,;."(,p)] sin ,p, 
(15) 
;."(,p/] cos 
Hence, if ,;."(¢p) + ,;.(¢p) # 0, then dJl/dg.. = -cot¢p and L ~k'j is tangent to Kk at 
point (¢(¢P),~l(¢P)). A simple analysis of Eq. (15) shows that the following three 
cases exhaust all possibilities: 
I. 2"(¢p) + 2(~p) > 0 for all 0 ~ Cp < 2ft. This means that there is a convex area 
inside the curve K{2(¢p)}. We have, particularly, this case for the maximum 
root of Eq. (7), and for this root, k = 1, KI is the boundary c~fJ(T), and L IIli 
are the sides of the polygon P = f2(U). For other continuous roots of 
Eq. (7), k > 1 and L I~~ i are diagonals of P. 
2. 2"(tp) + ,;.(¢p) = 0 for a finite number of tp's. denoted Cp. For these ¢k's, the 
curve Kk may have singular points. Still. there are straight angent lines even 
in the singular points, and dsl/d~. ~ - co t  ~k for ,p ~ t~. 
3. ,;."(~p) + 2(~p) = 0 for all 0~< ¢p < 2re. Then 2(q~) = :¢. cos ,p + [/sin ,p, and 
K{,;.(~p)} degenerates into the point (~,ll). 
It remains to prove that line L~ ~ with i -/-j is a tangent o the same curve K~. 
For that, we will use the construction utilized in the proof of Theorem 1. Let 
U; = U + (e ~:' - I)Uww'. As is noted in the proof o1" Theorem !, if ;, traverses 
from () to 2re, then the polygon P: = f2(U:) traverses without repetition all pos- 
sible r, olygons inscribed in C and circumscribed around t2(T), starting from the 
polygon P~, -- t2(U) and coming back to this polygon because P_,~, = P0. in ac- 
cordance with Lemma 2, the dependence o1" the argunaents ¢/;i(,') o1" the vertices 
o1" P; on ;', 0 < ;. < 2re, ~/~,(()) = ~p,, is continuous, and ,'ki(2rt) = ~/~i ~' Due to 
Corollary 2 of Theorem 6 and Eq. (15), L~ ~ is tangent o K~. 
Corollary. Let a polygon P he in.wribed in C aml circtmlscribed around a circuit 
K { 2(~p) }. Aml let P he the convex htdl o./'P. Then the mtmber of  "'missed vertices" 
o./'P./'or the seqltentkd ~:ertices olP  is constant. 
The Ibilowing generalization ofTheorem 7 is left to be proven by the reader. 
Theorem 9. Let n points :i be on n shh's o1' an (n + i )-shh'd polj'gon P (not 
nt'ct'ssarilv conre.v) ~rith rt,rtices e i'/',. Then there exists a UB-matrix T and a 
¢'ontinuou.~ root 2(,p) o.l Eq. (7) /or  these, T ami tpi's .~m'h that K{,;,(~p)} is 
htscrihc,d in P. and :i's are the tangenl pohzts. Fhe (n + i )-st tangent pohlt is 
¢h'termhwd by Eqs. (12)ami(14). 
Remark 4. Any equation of the lbrm of Eq. (7) corresponds to a UB-matrix 
aod a set of circuits described in Theorem 8. Indeed. let 
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n+ I qj 
- ¢ , )  - 2 
j=  I . " 
=0,  
where qj > 0 and @j's are distinct parameters from (0, 2n). Then a unitary ma- 
trix U of size n + 1 is defined by its eigenvalues el<. The unit vector w is defined 
by the condition 
w~__~ = _ q/~_~ 
W, V qJ 
and the UB-matrix 
r = ( ; -  ww*)U(1  - ww' ) .  
Let 2~ (qg) > ... > 2m(~O), m ~< (n + 1)/2 be the first m largest roots of the equa- 
tion for 2. If K;, = K{2k(q~)} is a convex circuit, then K~. is a Poncelet curve. 
7. Application of matrices which admit unitary bordering 
Z 1. Solution of American Mathematical Monthly Problem 10542 (1996) 
Problem (Proposed by Jean Anglesio, Garches, France). Let C be the 
circumcircle of a triangle AoBoCo and J the incircle. It is known that, for 
each point A on C, there is a triangle ABC having C for circumcircle and J for 
incircle. Show that the locus of the centroid G of triangle ABC is a circle that is 
traversed three times by G as A traverses C once, and determine the center and 
radius of this circle. 
Sohttion (Its essential part r~Teats the proo.f of Theorem 1): Let for 
-1 <~<1,  
(~ ~2-1)  
T- - -  
0 
It is easy to verify that f2(T) = a is a circle with center • arid radius (i - ~2)/2. 
The lbllowing matrix U;. with any real 7 is an one-dimensional unitary dilation 
of T. 
U'I' ""- 
:X 2 
0 
x / ' l -~2 ~v/ l _~2 
-  v/1 - ei, , 
_V/I _~2ei7 ). 
~2 ¢7 
O(U 7) is a triangle which is inscribed in unit circle C and circumscribed around 
J. For 0 < 171 - ;'21 < 2n, the triangles f2(Ur, ) and f2(U:. 2) have different verti- 
ces because the determinants det (U;.,) -¢ det (U,..,). When 7 traverses a 2n-long 
segment, triangles f2(Ur) traverse all possible triangles inscribed in C and cir- 
cumscribed around J, because f2(U,.~2~) = f2(U,). 
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The centroid G;, of triangle f2(U;,) is one third of the trace of U;,, 
2 1 0~ 2 ei,." 
Hence, the locus of this centroid is a circle with the center (2/3)~ and radius 
(l/3)0t 2. 
Let AoBoCo = t~(U.~,o) be a triangle with circumcircle C and incircle J. Then, 
the circle 12 is broken into three arcs .4oBo, BoCo and Co.4o such that for any tri- 
angle .4BC ~ .4oBoCo with the circumcircle C and incircle J, each of these arcs 
contains one vertex of.4BC. On the other hand, a location of vertex .4 defines 
the locations of B and C. Therefore, when .4 traverses from .40 to Bo, we will 
have all possible different triangles with circumcircle C and incircle J. This 
means that y traverses from 70 to ~o + 2n, and the centroid G~. makes an entire 
revolution. The same occurs when .4 traverses from Bo to Co and from Co to .40, 
i.e., the centroid makes three revolutions when .4 makes one. 
For an arbitrary circumcircle of radius R, we obtain the results by homoge- 
neous stretching of the plane: the distance between the centers O of the circum- 
circle and o of the incircle is d = ~R, the radius of the incircle is 
r = R x (1 -0t2)/2 = (R z -d2) / (2R) [121 ,  p. 324, and the center of the centroid 
locus divides the segment Oo by 2:1 .  The radius of the centroid locus is 
p = ~2R/3, or 
d: 1 (R -  2r) 
P-3R-  
7.2. A proof of  the great Ponceh, t theorem 
The usual difficulty in a proof of the Poncelet Theorem is the proof of the 
closedness of the zig-zag line. In the known proofs, the circles/ellipses are given. 
Here, on the contrary, the closedness of the zig-zag line with any starting point 
on 12 is obvious. The difficulty is shifted to the determination of a UB-matrix T 
such that its numerical range (or the curve K{2(tp)} for a continuous root ,;t(q~) 
of Eq. (7)) is the given circle or ellipse. This is a kind of"uniqueness .... theorem: 
it is easy to construct a Poncelet curve which has common tangent points with 
the given circle inscribed in the given polygon. The main point is to prove that 
this Poncelet curve coincides with the circle. 
For the proof, the following simple statement is required. 
Lemma 4a. For any circle C! inscrihed in an (n + l )-sided polygon P with 
vertices Zj, the tangent points Z~ (/~:- 1, . . . .  n + 1, Z~ E (Zi, Z i+i ), Z.+2 = Zi) are 
such that 
n+l n + l 
1-IIz;+,- :,1 = I I l : ;  - z,I. 
.j:-: i j= i  
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I f  vertices Zj are on the unit circle, then Eq. (14) holds with pj defined by Eq. (12). 
The proof yields from the obvious equation ]zj+l-Zj+~I = ]Zy÷~-zjl 
(j = 1,.. .  ,n + l;zn+2 : Zl). 
Theorem 10a (The great Poncelet theorem for circles). Let an (n + l)-sided 
polygon P be inscribed in the unit circle C and circumscribed around a circle C. 
Then C is a Poncelet curve of rank (n + 1) w.r.t C. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the center • of (2 is real 
and positive. Then, C = K{~ cos tp + r}, where r is the radius of (2. Let ei~j 
(] = 1, . . . ,  n + 1) be the sequential vertices of P (~j < ~'./+l < ~j + n), and zj, 
j = 1, . . . ,  n + 1, - the common tangent points of C and P. These points define 
the numbers pj by Eq. (12). Due to Lemma 4, the numbers pj satisfy Eq. (14). 
In accordance with Theorem 9, there exists a UB-matrix T and a continuous 
root 2(tp) of Eq. (7) for the ~,j's and zj's (or wj's by Eqs. (12) and (13) such that 
I7[ = K{A(tp)} is inscribed in P. and zj's are the tangent points. 
In other words, I~ has the same common points with P as the circle (2 has, 
i.e., the root 2(~o) of Eq. (7) is equal to a cos tp + r = cos ((g,j+, - ~j)/2) for 
tp = (~'j+! + ~j)/2, j = l , . . . ,n  + 1, ~',+2 = ~'! + 2nk, where 2x(k -  1) < 
~.,+i- ~'~ < 2nk. To prove the theorem, it should be shown that the circuit 
K coincides with the circle C, i.e., that 2(tp) is equal to ~ cos ~o + r for all tp. 
Consider the left-hand side of Eq. (7) with ;L - • cos tp + r: 
,,+l Iw;" 
X(cp) = ~ cos(Oj - tp) --(or cos ~p + r)" (16) 
j==l 
For [~,j - ~0[ < n/2, cos(~,j - ~p) - x cos ¢p obviously is the distance from ~ to 
the straight line which crosses  eig'J and forms angle ~p with the g-axis. Therefore, 
the (j + l)-st denominator of Eq. (!6) is equal to zero only for either 
~p = ~p~ + 27tin or ¢p = rp 2 + 2xrn, where m is any integer, and 
~, = (~j + ~j+,) /2,  = (,/,j+, + ,/,.,+=)/2. 
For tp --, tp~, as well as for tp ~ tp2, l~(tp) ~ 0. Hence, ~(tp) is bounded in the 
vicinities of denominators' zeros, and moreover, Y~(~o) is bounded for all real q~. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that if tp is complex, ~o = a + ib, then the 
magnitude of any of the denominators of Eq. (16)is f> (1 - ~)[sinh b[. Hence, 
,'~2(tp) is bounded in the entire complex plane of ~o. By the Cauchy-Liouville 
Theorem, E(q~) is constant. Namely, because of its behavior in the vicinities 
of zeros of the denominators, 12(~) = 0 for all tp. Thus, 2(~0) = ~ cos ~o + r sat- 
isfies Eq. (7) for all q,, and K = C. 
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Remark 5. It follows from the construction of w that the ratio 
x = V/I + ct 2 - r  E - 2~t cos q,j/Iwjl 2 does not depend on j. Therefore, for any 
j ,k, 
Iwjl 4 cos ~,, - Iwk[ 4 cos ~j 1 + ~2 _ r 2 = 2~ (Iwjl4 - Iwkl4)" 
Obviously, 2~: is the perimeter of the polygon P. The latter equation yields the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 4. Let 21((p) and /].2(tp) be roots of Eq. (7) for  a UB-matrix T, 
K{El(q~)} and K{22(~o)} be circles with centers, real ~l, ~2, and radii rl, r~, 
respectively. Then 
I +~-r~ 1 +~-r~ 
~i ~2 
This equation means that K{21(~o)}, K{AE(q~)}, and the unit circle C are 
from one pencil [13]: they have a common "imaginary hord" with "imaginary 
ends" ~ = (1 + ~t z - r2)/(2~), q = +ix/x 2 - 1. In particular, if K{21(~o)} is con- 
centric with C (i.e., ~1 = 0), then K{A2(tp)} is concentric with C as well. 
Theorem 10b (The great Poncelet theorem for a circle and ellipse). Let an 
(n + l )-sided polygofl P be inscribed in the unit circle C and circumscribed around 
an ellipse C. Then C is a Poncelet curve of rank (n + I) w.r.t C. 
Proof. Ellipse C may be taken with axes which are parallel to ¢- and 
q-axis: (¢ -  ¢0):/a 2 + (q -  qo)"/b 2 = I. Then, C = 1~{2((p)} for 2((p) = 
w 
(acos ~o + q0 sin q~ + v/a E cos E q~ + b 2 sin E q~. Let again, e iq', (j = l , . . .  ,n + ,1) 
be the sequential vertices of ! ~ (~i < qJ/+! < qJj + ~), and zj, j = I , . . .  ,n + l - 
the common tangent points of C and P. These points define the numbers pj by 
Eq. (12). In order to apply Theorem 7 for construction of the required UB- 
matrix T, we should know that pj's satisfy Eq. (14). This is proved in the 
following. 
Lemma 4b. For an), ellipse Ci #~scribed #1. aa (n + l )-sMed polygon P with 
vertices Zj, the tangent points Zi (I = 1,... ,n ~- 1, Zi E (Zj, Zj+I), Z,,+E = Zl) are 
such that 
n+ I n+ I 
] - I I z , , ,  - :,l = 1 - [1 : , -  z,I. 
j ::: I .j--: I 
I f  vertices Z) are on the unit circle, then Eq. (14) hoMs with Pi defined by 
Eq. (12). 
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Proof of Lemma 4b. It repeats the consideration by King ([9], Fig. 1.9): There 
exists a linear map A which transforms ellipse Cl into a circle C2. This map 
preserves the ratio IZ j+!  - z j l / lZ j  - Z j I "  
Izj+, -:.:jl - , jl 
I z j  - Zjl - , jl 
n"+' [Azj AZj[ takes place because of Lemma r-r"* ' IAZj+ AzJl I l j : ,  Equation t l j= ,  ~ - = -
4a. Hence, 
n+l IZj+ . __ ZJ I __ I .  [ ]  
I I  - 
./= i 
The rest of the proof of the theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 10a. 
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